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About This Game

Elliot can’t die—but he’s still running out of time. In Elliot Quest, the victim of a rare curse must find a cure before he’s
transformed into a demon.

After Elliot’s wife disappears, he falls sick and attempts to take his own life--only to discovers that he can’t die. Plagued by
nightmares and growing weaker by the day, Elliot seeks out a local Sage, who tells him that he’s the victim of a rare curse. A

demon called a Satar is slowly consuming Elliot’s vitality.

If Elliot can’t find a cure to the curse before it’s too late, he will become a Satar. His only hope is to ask for the help of one of
the island’s Guardians, who have kept the Satar from taking over Urele. Elliot can’t die—but he’s still running out of time.

Gameplay:

Elliot Quest is an adventure/RPG where players explore the mysterious Urele island in search of an ancient demon. With 5
dungeons to conquer, 16 bosses to defeat, and countless treasures to discover and hidden areas. Well-balanced gameplay easy to

pick up but challenging to master.

Elliot Quest features:

•An expansive island to explore with over 16 unique bosses
•Customize your character with an engaging Level Up System

•Chain attacks to make enemies drop more items
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•Experiment with different magic attacks to defeat Elliot’s enemies
•Solve puzzles to find hidden crystals and access secret areas

•Hunt powerful monsters to find powerful weapons
•3 unique endings based on your decisions

•Well-balanced gameplay that’s easy to pick up but challenging to master
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An absolute delight. Gorgeous, packed with areas to explore, and sporting an array of multifaceted items with uses both in and
out of combat. An easy recommendation to anyone who likes platformers or Zelda-likes (it's an obvious homage to Zelda 2).

The difficulty can be a bit steep, and, as you'll see the other reviews here mention, you're often lost as to what's next. The engine
has some quirks, too (for me some sound effects appear and disappear from day to day). But, if you're willing to work with a
few rough edges, and not above glancing at a walkthrough occasionally, you'll be rewarded with a jewel of a game. I'm playing
through it a second time now, and I feel it's a real shame more people haven't heard of it. So give it a try.. Absolutely
astounding! Hard in parts but such an incredibly rewarding game to play. Brilliant art style as well. So so good. Feels like Zelda
2 meets Kid Icarus, in a very good way. Highly recommend-- Well worth the price.. There are too many things wrong with this
for me to recommend it. A game like this needs good controller support, but the current support is rubbish and glitchy. The
control schheme is unbearable on keyboard and the lack of a settings screen makes that worse. Thheres no tutorial or anything,
which isnt necessarily a bad thing, but more intuitivity on thhe map and menu screens could hhelp that out. The game itself is
fun, the difficulty is not too bad, but the strong lack of checkpoints is ridiculous. I understand the appeal for perhaps those who
wishh to chhallenge themselves, but this is not the 20th century where checkpoints are difficult to work into games for whatever
reason, leaving them out does not help an aesthetic it hurts gameplay. The lack of checkpoints can put you back 2 - 3 minutes of
gameplay, and up to even 5 if you wish to be thorough like me. And this is only at the beginning of the game, I do not know how
much worse it gets late game. If there were better controls, many more checkpoints, and a bit more intuitiveness I may not have
ragequit as many times as I did.. Elliot Quest is a game I can't recommend enough for fans of the metroidvania genre.

Pros

 A compelling world that encourages exploration outside the main quest and backtracking

 An visually enjoyable atmosphere

 Constant accumulation of skills and items keeps the game interesting

 Level up system that allows the game to become progressively more approachable for those of us less skilled

 Solid gameplay mechanics

 Controller support

 The development team seems intent on constantly improving the game and squashing bugs

Cons

 Areas of the game seemed sparse or unfinished

 Even with all the side exploration and secondary bosses the game feels short
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 XP penalty for death discouraged exploration and led to mundane grinding at times

 Storyline seemed derivative

 NPC personalities and interactions were flat

One of my favorite games this year. Definitely going to try for 100% completion on this one!. I want to like this game, but
I can't. It has nothing to do with the presentation or story, but with how horribly broken it is. Maybe this only affects the linux
version, but the controls consist of spacebar, directional keys and D, with no way at all to change it. This is simply not a control
scheme that works. Controller support is also almost entirely lacking, with only a handful of keys mapped to my logitech pad,
not including movement, and again, no configuration at all. There isn't even a way to display it fullscreen. Sorry, but this gets a
thumbs down from me until it gets fixed.. One of the best sidescrolling adventures I've ever played, and one of the few games
where I strived to collect everything. It's challenging, has plenty of secrets, and is addicting as hell.. Fun: 7 | CTRL: 7 | GFX: 7 |
SFX: 6 | Stable: Y | Replay: 6 ] [ Total : 6.5 ]

If you want a retro platformer with more care in it's creation than most..

+ Charming 8bit graphics
+ Decent sound
+ Some original enemies keep you learning
+ World stands out as one crafted with care
+ Interesting boss fights

~ Simple move, jump, fire mechanics
~ You'll die often, only at the cost of XP

- Low level cap
- Little feedback in world makes things kinda aimless

[+] The Positive [~] The Middle [-] The Negative. Quite good old-school action-adventure game, somewhere between Legend
of Zelda II (which I still maintain was a great game) and Kid Icarus.

It also does not hold your hand at all - there is no tutorial or explanation of what buttons do what. I don't mind this at all, but I
wish there were a manual for two reasons - one, I'd love to see the flavor text it would incorporate. Two, I can't figure out how
to make it go full-screen or how to turn on v-sync, and I am getting some tearing at the bottom of the screen.

Still, despite those small flaws, definitely recommended.. This game has terrible controls and rips off Zelda sound effects and
music left and right. The game is trying to be a Zelda 2 clone which I guess in that regard it actually does a decent job.

If you really loved Zelda 2 or wish to play frustratingly hard game from the NES era then maybe this game is for you… but for
anyone else not so much.

I couldn’t stomach the game for longer than the min review time. The sprite art work is pretty good and the music is mediocre.
Like I said if you are looking for a NES style game or a Zelda 2 clone then this is your game.
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Elliot Quest is a love letter to The Legend of Zelda II: Link's Adventure. Very charming and appropriately difficult.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c5I0gRBZNTM. Pixel Art: 4/5
Immersion: 5/5 (Beautiful expansive island to explore)
Gameplay: 5/5
Controls: 4/5 (Can feel slow until you get the hang)
Value: 5/5
Difficulty: 3/5
--------------
Overall 4.6 (Difficulty always excluded)

Please follow my Pixel Art Curation for other great games...

This is an awesome pixelated platformer, which is just as nice to look at, as it is to play...In fact I can honestly say one of my
favorites to play in the genre! People talk about Zelda II influences, but it goes way beyond it in gameplay and depth!

You will feel like the action is a little slow at first, but that is its intention and you will build on your abilities, which is part of
the leveling system. It has a little of everything, open world map, action platforming, character leveling and karma for various
paths and endings and lots of collectables.

If you are a novice or expert I think this one will be very well loved! I am 100%ing this game and at no point has it ever felt
tedious! [Correction: 100% and loved every bit of it!]

My only MAJOR complaint is that when you quit playing from a save point with full health, you come back with reduced health
as if you died! That takes some fun out when you have to spend time recovering health again when you begin playing. So make
an attempt at a boss before saving for the day.

For the price, you will get so many hours of enjoyable challenges and playthrough. You will love the worlds and find Elliot a
join to play. In all honesty, I am not sure why this game is not more popular and get more praise!!!

ACHIEVEMENTS: This one is pretty easy to 100%, no time trials and you do not have to finish the Game+ hard mode!. An
absolute delight. Gorgeous, packed with areas to explore, and sporting an array of multifaceted items with uses both in and out
of combat. An easy recommendation to anyone who likes platformers or Zelda-likes (it's an obvious homage to Zelda 2).

The difficulty can be a bit steep, and, as you'll see the other reviews here mention, you're often lost as to what's next. The engine
has some quirks, too (for me some sound effects appear and disappear from day to day). But, if you're willing to work with a
few rough edges, and not above glancing at a walkthrough occasionally, you'll be rewarded with a jewel of a game. I'm playing
through it a second time now, and I feel it's a real shame more people haven't heard of it. So give it a try.. Speaking of main
complaints people are writing on their reviews:

The level cap adds a layer of choice, difficulty and specialization that other games, that give you everything, don't have.

I think the game is not as hard as other retro platformers/adventures like Shovel Knight and, in fact, could be extremely easy
later on, so experience loss is a must to punish you and, more important, making you feel in a real danger sometimes.

The randomess of the abilities... well if you can't tolerate randomess in a game with RPG elements, choose a pure platformer
instead.

Exploration is what it is. You just explore to have fun and, maybe, get a cool thing. It's an unrewarding aspect of open world
games by definition because the reward is reaching the zone you want to explore and not what may be there. Maybe, one day,
another better open world game comes and do it better but I haven't played any single open world game that feel like is full of
secrets or useful things waiting for you. Not even Skyrim, Breath of the Wild or The Witcher 3 give me a satisfactory feeling in
that regard.
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From my point of view this is a good game which main failure is lack of heaviness in general. Plot, graphics, abilities, items...
are very lightweited, like if they are nothing special. With more attention, more flashiness or whatever, I would not have the
sensation I am playing an indie game but a truly thought and structured adventure.. go for it on a steam sale! Good game, but it's
not worth $10 due to spiked difficulty and slow progression. Quite simply the most fun I've had gaming in a long time.
Starts out a little basic and it might be easy to dismiss as another pixel/retro platformer that have saturated Steam etc, but stick
with it because there is an absolute gem of a game to be found, a fantastic package, well though out visuals, great audio and tight
controls. It's not an entirely new concept and plays like a mix of Zelda II, Crusade of Centy and the later Wonder Boy games.
A+ and hoping we see another game from these guys.. I wasn't entirely sure what I was expecting going in. There was talk of the
game being inspired by Zelda II, but sometimes it's just small influences.

The influence is not small in this one. It's very much structurally like Zelda II, and a bit of Kid Icarus as well. Add in a leveling
system, and you've got you a nice game here.

Graphically, I liked the look of a lot of the areas. I wish that it was a little less pixelated, but it all works well in motion. The
soundtrack is heavily inspired by Nintendo classics. I couldn't help but catch some of the same beats as the Lost Woods and
Hyrule Castle from A Link to the Past, Gerudo Valley from Ocarina of Time, and the Palaces in Zelda II. Truly, the game's
inspirations are open.

Fittingly, though, there's quite a bit of puzzle solving as well through inventory items acquired throughout the game. In this way,
it takes after Zelda games made after Zelda II. There's even an item that lets you pull some Mighty Switch Force-style
shenanigans.

It's not all perfect, of course. If you're going for the "good" alignment, you're going to run into a few bosses that are brutal. I
highly recommend not doing what I did and going critical-heavy, but instead at least maxing out wisdom to get the 1/2 MP cost
and double-powered spells. The bosses that gave me fits would have dropped quickly in the face of that combination.

It's also not always clear which cliffs you can safely jump off of. There's a spot between the second and third temples that I got
stuck. Just realize that even if it doesn't look like you have the item to cross a particular area, you can fall down to the bottom
and pick up another needed item.

Another issue is that it saves your progress even after you die. So if you're taking on a really tough boss, and you use a potion
and die, it's going to save that. It can be frustrating in the more difficult areas... but again, I think a lot of that is on my build. It's
not impossible by any stretch.

Truly, though, if you want to be entertained by a excellent action-RPG that doesn't crib as much from Metroid as a lot of other
modern indies, this is the one to give a shot. You'll probably get around 25 hours out of it (my total doesn't reflect five hours in
offline mode for some reason), and for the price, well, that's hard to beat. Kudos to the dev on this one!
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